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Submarine is an important magic weapon to show the country's military strength. It is very 
important in naval warfare now on and in the future. Combined with software vulnerabilities, 
fault, artificial malicious damage, accidental device easy to aging, wrong operation and the 
outside world disasters, all of them will leads to submarine control system failure inevitably. 
Consequently, it is very necessary to take actuator fault factors into consideration while 
designing the controller so that the controller can effectively cope with unpredictable failure 
condition.In this paper, we propose two effective integrated design methods. Fault diagnosis 
technology base on the mode, combining with observer and adaptive parameter tracking law. 
And active fault tolerant control under the fault-tolerant control is adopted.The achievements 
are summarized as following： 
Firstly, an integrated design of faultdiagnosis and adaptive fault-tolerant H  state feed-
back control schemeis studied.Considering the disturbance coming from waves when a 
submarine operates near sea surface, a simplified linear system of submarine’s vertical 
movement with both wave disturbance and bow and stern plane faults is presented. An unknown 
input observer is designed to decouple the wave disturbance and the bow and stern plane faults. 
Then a fault parameter tracking law is designed to estimate the bow and stern plane fault 
parameters without any prior fault information. Based on the estimated fault parameters, an 
adaptive robust fault-tolerant controller is designed.  
Secondly, an integrated design of fault diagnosis and adaptive fault-tolerant H
dynamicoutput feedback control strategy is studied.The improved unknown input observer not 
onlydecouples wave disturbance and bow and stern plane faults, but also ensuresto track all the 
bow and stern plane faults. Then a fault parameter tracking law is designed to estimate the bow 
and stern plane fault parameters. Then according to the adaptive law, a fault-tolerant adaptive
H  dynamic output feedback controller with fault diagnosis is designed. 
Finally, the two integrated design methods are applied to the submarine vertical 
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and depth control by the simulation results. 
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参战潜艇 289 艘，击沉协约国商船 5906 艘，总计 1400 万吨，其中战舰 340 多
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